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Episode 27: Estelle Frankel— 

The Wisdom of Not Knowing 

Thursday, April 16, 2020 

 

 

[music] You are not moving, you are being moved.  

 You are not singing, you are being sung.  

 You are not praying, you are being prayed  

 Prayed at the speed of love. 

 

Janet Conner You are not moving; you are being moved. You are not singing; you are being 

sung. You are not praying; you are being prayed, prayed at the speed of love. I 

have said that, repeated those words of the theme song, every single show, and it 

always moves me, as you can tell, very greatly. But boy, oh boy, oh boy. Isn't this 

profound right now? We are not praying; we are being prayed. And that's where 

we're going in this episode, very, very deep into being moved, being sung, being 

prayed by the Divine, the unknown and unknowable, moving in and through and 

as us. 

I'm Janet Connor, and I was very blessed, also very terrified, to be awakened in 

the middle of the night, February 25 of 2018, with a tiny announcement. I could 

hear in my left ear "Prayer Artist," and I said, "Yes." And everything in my life 

has changed, and everything is about prayer. So I'm a Prayer Artist, and you? 

You're probably a Prayer Artist too, and you have arrived in perfect timing—I 

like to call it speed of love timing—to a very precious episode in this podcast, 

Praying at the Speed of Love.  

It's the 27th podcast, and I pay attention. If you've followed me at all, you know 

that, although I'm not a numerologist, I pay attention to the vibration of love in the 

numbers. Well just look at 27, 2 and 7 is 9. What is nine? It's the final number, 

right, one to nine, and most people view it as the living presence of the Divine 

Feminine. Call her Sophia, call her Shekinah, call her what you will, Kali, she is 

alive and carrying us and holding us in her precious nine.  

So I guess it's not an accident that this is the 27th episode because this is the most 

extraordinary timing for this particular show—timing I did not plan, could not 

plan. I could not have even imagined this. As this 27th episode airs for the first 

time on April 16, we are deep in a global quarantine. Everyone everywhere is 

either ordered or asked to stay home, shelter at home, be safe at home. And 

suddenly the very unusual topic of this podcast, prayer… and I know that that is 
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not exactly your average conversation on the air, but prayer is the food we are 

now all hungry for.  

So if this is your first time with me and Praying at the Speed of Love, please hear 

that when I say the word "prayer," I am not talking about the tight, tiny box that 

all, all of our patriarchal religions have stuffed it in. If you look up the word 

prayer in the dictionary, basically, you're going to read three things. Prayer is 

defined as, number one, supplication. That's the only purpose that is given for 

prayer. It's begging, asking, supplicating. And who are you supplicating? It's an 

external god for sure, and it's so universally assumed that that god is masculine 

that they don't even have to put male in the definition. And third, you supplicate 

this external male god by following a pretty strict formula. The words are already 

written; the ritual is already written.  

Well, these three things, for many of us, suck all the mystical transcendental juice 

right out of prayer, and that's why so many of us simply walked away. We didn't 

know why we walked away. I walked away from the religion I was raised in at 19, 

Catholicism. I can look back now and see that I was getting out of that box—don't 

tell me this is the only way to have a relationship with the Divine—but it's only at 

72 as a Prayer Artist that I'm realizing I adore prayer. I just wanted to get out of 

that tiny, masculine, patriarchal definition of prayer.  

So when I use the word "prayer"… and I still do use it. There were a lot of 

people… even my publishing consultant said, "Well, just don't use the word." I 

looked around. "But, but, but that's the word, and I love that word." So I still do 

use the word "prayer," but when I say "prayer," I mean real prayer, original 

prayer, mystical prayer, prayer that is paradoxically forever ancient—it is forever 

ancient—and yet, as you pray, isn't it fresh and alive and brand new in the 

moment?  

This is living, breathing, dancing prayer. This is the prayer your body recognizes 

right away because this is the prayer that fed our hearts and sparked our 

imaginations thousands and thousands of years before patriarchy. And this is the 

prayer, the kind of prayer, the living essence of prayer that is now lifting us out of 

and beyond patriarchy, as we are all called—and we are all called, kind of ready 

or not—to create a new way of living together.  

Isn't that the great gift in this pandemic? This is an opportunity to create a new 

way of living together, a new world of reverence, creativity, and inclusion. After 

5,000 years of patriarchy making suffering so bloody visible, we are now asked, 

called to create a world that makes love visible and makes love visible for 

everyone.  
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So here we are with the subject of this particular episode in the midst of this 

global lockdown, and this conversation is perfect because we are talking with 

Estelle Frankel. Estelle Frankel is a Jewish mystic, psychotherapist, and author of 

possibly the most important book right now, the book that can carry us through 

this time of fear. The book is The Wisdom of Not Knowing. Say that: The Wisdom 

of Not Knowing. Isn't that gorgeous? The wisdom, The Wisdom of Not Knowing. 

That seems like such a paradox because we think wisdom is stuff we know, so 

wait a minute. That means the title is The Knowing of Not Knowing, The Wisdom 

of Not Knowing. 

  

And I know, I know in my bones how important this book is because this is the 

book I took with me when I had to evacuate for Hurricane Irma in September of 

2017. The Wisdom of Not Knowing was just pure balm for my soul. I had to stay 

out of the house for over a week, and then we came back. There was no power for 

another week. This is the balm that Estelle Frankel is now going to give every 

single one of us.  

So in this conversation, I promise you, there is something waiting for you, some 

nugget of love, some nugget of not knowing is hovering in the air, waiting to 

enter your heart and transform your life. So let us begin this conversation as we 

begin all of these conversations, listening to the sound, the living voice, of the 

Tibetan bowl as she calls us, one and all, to open our invisible ears that we may 

hear what wants to be heard. 
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[the bowl rings] 

She sounds very, very happy [laughter]. She sounds like she's saying, "Okay, 

everybody, listen up. You're about to step into the wisdom of not knowing." 

If you don't know Estelle Frankel, I just want to give you a very short 

introduction. She is a psychotherapist and an incredibly busy one right now as you 

can imagine, a spiritual director, a brilliant storyteller, a teacher of Jewish 

mysticism, a passionate student of Kabbalah, and the author of this book I adore, 

The Wisdom of Not Knowing. She had a first book called Sacred Therapy. She has 

taught in Israel and the United States for over 40 years, in both—and I think this 

is important—academic and religious settings. And this is what I love about her 

the most. She was ordained as a rabbinic pastor and spiritual guide by no one less 

than Rabbi Zalman Schachter-Shalomi, a man that all traditions honor as a saint. 

She joins us, taking a wee break in her incredibly busy schedule, from Berkeley, 

California. Welcome, Estelle. 

Estelle Frankel Good to be here with you, Janet. 

Janet Conner So what do you say we begin with prayer? 

Estelle Frankel I'm with you. 

Janet Conner How do you want to lead us in prayer? 

Estelle Frankel One of my great teachers said that sometimes we have to pray to be able to 

pray. We're not always right there. So we begin by saying, "A-donai sefatai tiftach 

u'fi yagid tehilatecha. Please, Holy One, open my mouth, open my heart so that I 

may sing Your praise." And I want to say that before I speak and before I pray, I 

pray to be able to pray. "Yihiyu l'ratzon imray fi ve'hegyon libi lefanecha, A'donai 

tzuri ve'goali. May the words of my mouth and the meditations of my heart be 

acceptable to you, my God, my rock, and my redeemer." 

So I just want to invite everybody listening to take a moment to open up to the 

silence and the words of prayer that emanate from your heart right now out of that 

silence. And I know these are difficult times, and some of us are really struggling. 

And sometimes all we can say is, "Help me. Carry me. Guide me. Thank you." 

Simple prayers. 

Janet Conner That feels so perfect. "Help me. Carry me. Guide me. Thank you. Help me. Carry 

me. Guide me. Thank you." It feels like I could walk—because I like to walk 

when I pray—I could just walk on the trail and carry that with me. "Help me. 

Carry me. Guide me. Thank you." It has a nice rhythm. 
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Estelle Frankel Prayer can be really simple. We just have to get out of our own way and 

open up so that the Divine can pray through us. One of the Hasidic masters, 

Jewish mystic, Rabbi Pinhas of Koretz, he said that, "People think that we pray to 

God, but it's not really like that. Rather, prayer is of the essence of the Divine." So 

if we get out of our own way when the ego steps aside and we open ourselves, the 

prayer of the Divine Presence speaks through us. So we hollow ourselves out. 

One mystic said, "We hollow ourselves like the Shofar," the trumpet that Jewish 

people blow on the new year. It's a hollow ram's horn, and it makes this mournful 

cry, which is the sound of a kind of primal yearning and wordless prayer. So we 

empty ourselves so that the voice can pass through. So that's sort of where I'm 

hanging out in my prayer life these days, just that wordless cry of the heart. It's 

kind of a mournful time right now. 

Janet Conner That's such a magnificent image and invitation and allowing to just open your 

mouth and be that horn. We've all heard that sound and just let that—cry is not the 

right word—just let it come out. And that's prayer. That's original prayer. When I 

think about prayer, I wonder, "How did we pray 8,000 years ago, 10,000 years 

ago, 20,000 years ago, Paleolithic time?" I can just imagine, feel, see women 

dancing around the fire, the whole community singing in that way, either 

delightful songs of gratitude, mourning songs when someone in the community 

died. Sound, just the sound, wordless, wordless sound. 

Estelle Frankel Yeah. Here in Marin County, not far from where I live, every night at 8:00 

p.m., people come out of their homes where they're sheltering and howl, and 

there's five minutes of community howling going on. And it's both hysterical and 

beautiful all at the same time and this deep, cathartic prayer coming from deep 

within the community. It just spontaneously arose. 

Janet Conner That is magnificent because we've all seen the pictures, particularly in Italy, of 

people singing. They come out on their balconies. It's just thrilling, right? But this 

is the first time I've heard… and we've also seen stories about people in New 

York applauding the nurses and the doctors. But this— 

Estelle Frankel These are prayers. These are different kinds of prayer.  

Janet Conner But howling. This is the first time I've heard about howling. This is magnificent, 

Estelle. 

Estelle Frankel I didn't make it up, but it would be the equivalent of everybody blowing 

on their Shofar and making that mournful sound.  

Janet Conner And we can do it… I don't think my… my neighbors would send for help if I 

started to [laughter] go outside and howl by myself, but in my house if I'm 

howling, then I am connecting with everyone around the world. And I'm going to 
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go on Facebook and tell people about howling. It's exciting, Estelle. And someday 

we will all come out at 8 o'clock at night with our songs of joy.  

Estelle Frankel Amen. 

Janet Conner So the number one question I always ask everybody is how did you pray as a 

child? So I'm assuming that you grew up in an orthodox or deeply Jewish family, 

right? 

Estelle Frankel Well, sort of. I grew up in a traditional Jewish family and was schooled in 

traditional prayer from the prayer book, but I didn't really learn about personal 

prayer till I moved to Israel at the age of 17. And I learned that beyond the prayer 

book one could go into the forest and talk to God as you would talk to a best 

friend, and that this form of meditation, which is called Hitbodedut or holy 

Aloneness, was a prayer practice that would be a lifelong practice. So I would say 

also my prayer life has evolved over time, and silence is probably the strongest 

basis of my prayer life. I sit in silence, and then whatever words of prayer emerge 

at the end of the silence, I offer those words.  

Janet Conner So these are two perfect prayer practices for this time: howling and sitting in 

silence. 

Estelle Frankel Yeah. Well in silence is the practice of not knowing, of moving beyond 

thought and thinking into a state of being, of witnessing, of being in awareness. 

So meditation and silent prayer are a way of going beyond thoughts and thinking. 

Janet Conner So I'm very curious about the birthing process of this book. As I am rereading it, 

I'm underlining something in every paragraph, like, "Ooh, ooh, ooh, this is so 

true." And so it's so perfect for this moment, but the copyright is 2017. And as an 

author, I know that there's a year of the editing and the preparation of blah blah 

blah. And then you wrote it, and you turned it in as a manuscript. I'm assuming 

you wrote this book in 2015 or before, long before the perfection of it in this 

pandemic time period, so what was happening? What inspired you to write The 

Wisdom of Not Knowing? 

Estelle Frankel Well, I have to confess that, in part, it was my own struggle with the 

unknown that led me to investigate the fear of the unknown because when I was 

young, I was fearless, and the unknown was my best friend. I hitchhiked all over 

the world in my teenage years. I loved the adventure of the unknown. And then 

something happened as I got older, became a mother. I started to become anxious 

about the unknown, kind of like my mother before me. The unknown became a 

foe that I wanted to defeat by overthinking and worrying and preparing and being 

in control, and I became aware that I was prone to catastrophic thinking, that in 

any situation I would think about the worst possible thing that could possibly 
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happen. And my friends began to tease me and call me the mistress of 

catastrophic thought, and that would help me laugh at myself and see that my 

worst fears rarely came true.  

But I was motivated to understand how I got to be this way and how I was going 

to get over it, and so I immersed myself in practices of unknowing, both in 

meditation, in my psychology work, and in science and mythology. And I just 

became fascinated with the wisdom that comes out of those states of mind when 

you suspend your knowing, when you can't know what is happening, when you 

have to trust the unknown, and so that's what gave rise to the book. Little did I 

know that something beyond my wildest catastrophic imaginings was on the 

horizon, about to happen in the world. Nowhere in a million years could I have 

anticipated this moment.  

Janet Conner No, none of us, no one. And in some ways, I view that as a very sacred… like, we 

are all in the same place. We are all sitting in our homes, looking around, not 

knowing, not knowing, not knowing.  

The title, the title of this book I just adore, The Wisdom of Not Knowing, and 

maybe it really speaks to my heart because I grew up in the 1950s in an 

environment… I think the entire United States was in that place, but for sure in 

my family everything was, "What do you know? You better learn more. Get those 

As." And my father would actually scream at us, "Don't tell me what you feel. 

Tell me what you know," and I mean, he'd be screaming, "Tell me what you 

know." So knowing answers to the test, to the stock market, to anything was 

somehow supposed to keep us safe and secure, and I think it's just a natural part of 

growing up that you realize, "Well, that wasn't true." But you believe it because 

there's no other option, right? And this is the way the patriarchal education 

system, corporate systems are: get clear about what you know, broadcast what 

you know, learn more.  

So I'm rereading your book, and on the very, very beginning, in the intro, you say, 

"The unknown is the very same gate that unlocks not only what we fear, but also 

the great mystery that could inspire us to give our lives depth." I think that's such 

a profound… because I feel like we're all at that gate. "The unknown is the very 

same gate," so it's a paradoxical gate, "that unlocks not only what we fear, but 

also the great mystery that can inspire us to give our lives depth."  

And then later on in the book, it's on page 177—I love this the most—"The 

unknown is always our growing edge. The unknown is always our growing edge." 

My father, he'd be barking, "Tell me what you know." I wish I could have barked 

back, "Sorry. Dad, the unknown is my [laughter] growing edge." I think that 

might have gotten me in a lot of trouble back then. These two sentences just 
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inspire me no end, so would you just talk to us about how you see the unknowing, 

the unknown, the wisdom of not knowing? 

Estelle Frankel Well, let me say first that knowledge is important, but it's overrated, as 

you said. Knowledge does give us some sense of mastery and control, but when 

we stop with the knowledge that we have and get too fixated on it, we fail to be 

eternally curious and open to growing, that growing edge of learning and 

becoming. So I think that knowing and not knowing have to work together. And 

together with our eternal curiosity, knowledge grows like an infinite spiral 

through the process of unknowing. I think I know something. I use that 

knowledge to ask the next question, and that question sends me on a quest of 

unknowing. And I might have to marinate for quite a while in unknowing until the 

next answer is received, the next bit of knowledge, but that's not final. Nothing is 

ever final. That next bit of knowledge is going to reveal the next question and the 

next quest, so it's like that. 

But unknowing, not knowing is a mystery that you could say exists at many 

different octaves. At the most basic level, it's this humble awareness of everything 

we do not know. It's the willingness to learn. It's the willingness to not be satisfied 

with the old answers but to continually question. But at the next octave, in the 

realm of meditation, not knowing is the ability to suspend thoughts and thinking 

that I mentioned earlier, something that happens in meditation and prayer states, 

that you stop thinking and you just are in open-hearted being. And in these states, 

we receive an influx of divine energy, inspiration, intuition, creativity. When we 

empty, we open a vessel to receive. So not knowing is the perfect vessel for 

receiving knowledge, for receiving wisdom, but don't get too fixed with it.  

And then at yet another octaves, not knowing is a code phrase for non-dual 

awareness, that state of consciousness when you stop judging things as good and 

bad, when you stop living in that dichotomy of a world of good and evil because 

even some of the bad things that happen contain seeds of good and endings 

contain within them the seeds of a new beginning, of new life.  

So I know a lot of us are fretting right now about how terrible things are, and 

there is a lot of pain and suffering on the planet and more to come. But when we 

zoom out and are in a non-dual mind where we stop judging and stop 

overthinking what's going on, we open to a field of awareness that contains 

unlimited possibilities for the future. If we're too myopic, too zoomed in to this 

moment, this moment is unbearable and we can't even think about it. Thoughts 

and thinking break down at this moment. But when we zoom out to the 

perspective of eternity, of time and space, all of time and space, and we rest in 

that larger awareness of God's cosmic timeline, I don't know what's going to 
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happen, and I don't know how long it will take for the healing to happen. But in 

this place, I have faith. So not knowing is ultimately a state of faith. It's a state of 

mind that's beyond thought, where only faith can reach. So those are a few of the 

ideas in the book. 

Janet Conner The metaphor, the concept of octaves is so beautiful. It's not linear. The way you 

described it as spiral, I think… I'm trying to write as quickly as I can to capture… 

there will be a transcript of what you are saying because it is so deep and so rich, 

but here's what I captured: "Knowledge grows like an infinite spiral into 

unknowing." And I can see that. I can see the spiral going deeper, deeper, and 

deeper or the octaves getting deeper and deeper and deeper. It's a gorgeous and 

very comforting… as I said, your book is balm for the soul.  

When I didn't know if I'd even have a house to come back to, that could have been 

a terrifying… like, frozen in panic. Instead, the people I was staying with, it 

became a joke. Whenever the question was, "When is the power going to come 

on?" because I was reading them segments of the book, we'd all look at one 

another, burst out laughing, and go, "I don't know [laughter]." 

Estelle Frankel Well, here's a tidbit for you. When you say "I don't know," it sounds a lot 

like the Hebrew name for God, Adonai, Adonai. 

Janet Conner I just heard that as I said it. I don't know. I don't know. I don't know. It is. It's just 

like Adonai, isn't it? 

Estelle Frankel That's right. 

Janet Conner And we don't know. So it's not an accident that you come from the Jewish 

tradition and bring us the Jewish mystical wisdom that's the foundation of this 

book because the Jewish peoples, going back deep, deep into time, know a thing 

or two about not knowing. 

Estelle Frankel Yes, yes. Our destiny was an uncertain one, and who would have thought 

we'd still be around 2,000 years after the exile.  

Janet Conner And so the timing, once again, not only is it absolutely perfect that we're all in 

this global quarantine learning and talking about not knowing, it also is, on April 

16th when this show is finally available live, just at the completion of Passover. 

And some of the listeners might know a thing or two about the Passover story, but 

many of us probably do not. So teach us the wisdom of not knowing [laughter] in 

the Passover story. 

Estelle Frankel Yeah, well, the Passover story forms the heart of the biblical narrative of 

the Old Testament. And it's a story that we don't just tell on Passover, but it's an 

ancient myth that we make reference to every single day of our lives in Jewish 
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prayer and practice. The soul is said to come out of Egypt every time we open 

ourselves to big mind, to expanded consciousness. So there's the historic exodus 

from Egypt that our ancestors were enslaved and eventually freed to leave Egypt, 

to enter the wilderness for 40 years, the desert, which was the University of 

Unknowing, you might say. Life was precarious for those 40 years. So there's that 

historic narrative, and then there's the mystical understanding of the Exodus as a 

shift in consciousness from small mind to big mind, from knowing and thinking, 

thinking we know, to unknowing and openness to the mystery.  

But because we're recording this on the eve of Passover, I'll say a few words 

about the historic story because this is a beautiful tale about developing faith in 

the unknown. Life in Mitzrayim, in Egypt, for the Israelites was not easy. They 

were slaves, but when you're a slave, every day is kind of predictable. You get up 

and you go to your job and you're enslaved. And the slaves had food to eat. 

Maybe it was meagre, but life was predictable. Then along comes Moses, this 

spiritual mystic, and tells the Israelites, "God wants us to get out of here. God 

wants us to be free." And the Israelites really struggle with Moses. They want to 

be free, but they're also scared to be free. And the story unfolds through the 

plagues and the darkness, and eventually the Israelites do leave Egypt.  

And the entire story of the Exodus is about embracing uncertainty, living by the 

word of God day by day, moment by moment, no bank account, no savings, no 

refrigerator, but receiving manna from heaven day by day. So it's a story about 

learning to trust in the unknown. It's a story about faith in the Divine, and it's 

about walking in darkness to the freedom that comes when we embrace 

uncertainty. None of us likes… instinctively, we don't like uncertainty. We like to 

know, we like routine, we like the familiar because our survival is reassured when 

we have our patterns intact. But the journey of the Exodus is a dismantling of 

those patterns, and I think all of us are experiencing that kind of journey in the 

wilderness right now because our patterns of how we cope and how we live are all 

being disrupted. We are in deep uncertainty, and just as the Israelites become a 

free people by learning to walk with faith in the midst of the unknown and be 

uncertain, I think that's our work spiritually right now. 

We're all trying to do good. We're all trying to help the collective's efforts to 

survive this pandemic. We don't know exactly how it will turn out, and yet, we 

continue on day by day, persevering, trying to do the best we can and help one 

another. So this biblical story, this epic story, is also the story of each of our 

journeys. We all have our Mitzrayim, our narrows, our places of constricted 

consciousness when we succumb to fear, when we want to stay small in our old 

patterns, in our known reality. But the soul wants to evolve. The soul want to be 
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free. The soul wants to grow with its Divine nature, and these circumstances are 

forcing us to grow. Whether we like it or not, we're growing as a species.  

Every year on Passover we ask questions, and there are traditional questions that 

are asked Seder night. But this year, we're all writing new questions because this 

is an unprecedented reality we're living in. And I have to say the first question 

that came to me was, "Why did it take a pandemic for our elected officials here in 

California to figure out how to house the homeless?" We have an amazing 

governor, Gavin Newsom, and he's buying up and renting hotel rooms to house 

every homeless person. It's astonishing. But why did it have to take a crisis for 

that kind of loving action to happen? So that's one of the questions I'm asking. 

And I know that all of you who are listening are asking wise questions yourselves, 

and maybe that's something people can post to the website, some holy questions 

that you're asking. 

Janet Conner That's a brilliant gift to give everybody right now is simply explore, be open to 

what are the real questions, the deeper questions? Not like the questions I asked in 

the hurricane, "When is this going to be over? Will I still have a house?" but 

deeper, deeper, deeper questions.  

And this is right up the alley of the people who listen to Praying at the Speed of 

Love and are with me in my prayer intensives because we're all deep soul writers. 

We are all people who, with pen in hand, open to receive the questions, and then 

the questions always lead to the next question, not to an answer, but to the next 

question. As Rilke said, right, I'm not going to quote him correctly but, "Live the 

questions."  

Estelle Frankel Live the questions, yeah. 

Janet Conner So in the Jewish tradition right now, everybody is being invited to write their own 

questions for the Seder? 

Estelle Frankel I think that in non-orthodox circles we are all rewriting and refashioning 

the Haggadah, the telling of the story, to fit the times we live in because in every 

generation, the story of the Exodus is retold to fit the needs of that generation. 

And we're all grappling with fear. How do we live with the fear and anxiety that 

we're feeling? And coming out of Egypt is in a way moving beyond fear to a 

place of courage.  

It takes courage to leave the known and embrace the mystery of all that is 

unknown, all that's unfolding right now. And one of the ways I'm finding helpful 

to work with fear is first acknowledge it, bear witness to it, name it, don't push it 

away, and in the witnessing, you get a little space from it. You can ask yourself, 

"Who is the one who is afraid?" and shower that self with loving kindness. And 
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when we do that, the fear loses some of its grip so that we can do the next step, 

which is take it an octave higher. Take that fear and transmute it to awe and 

wonder in the face of the mystery of what's unfolding on the planet right now, 

both the beauty and the horror of it, that God is there also in the totality of this 

cosmic unfolding. So that's another nugget of wisdom for this season, the spring. 

Janet Conner So I'm going to be putting so much in Show Notes. There's always this blue 

prayer action box, so this is why I'm taking such attentive notes. I want to make 

sure that I communicate this properly. Acknowledge the fear, name it, witness it, 

don't push it away. One of the questions could be, "Who is the who who is 

afraid?" I didn't get that one right. 

Estelle Frankel Well, who is it—? 

Janet Conner Who is the one who is afraid? 

Estelle Frankel Sometimes it's the child self. Sometimes it's the manager. We all have our 

inner manager who feels out of control. And it's trying to manage things, but 

things are unmanageable. Who is it who's afraid? Because when you witness that 

part, you're stepping into the godly self, the witness, awareness. The awareness 

gives us some spaciousness around what can be terrifying feelings, overwhelming 

feelings, so we keep bathing whatever arises in the comfort of awareness. 

Janet Conner Keep bathing whatever arises in the comfort of awareness. This is exactly what 

happened to me. That's why I described you and that book as balm. It was balm 

for the soul to faithfully read. It's really the only thing I did. I prayed, and I read 

your book while I waited in the dark for the hurricane to complete her task. Well, 

right now, we're waiting with the [crosstalk] on. 

Estelle Frankel We're all waiting. We're all trying to find the eye of the hurricane to have 

respite, and we have to re-enter that hurricane to do what we have to do in the 

world. But then we rest at the eye of the hurricane, and we take our fear and try to 

raise it up to this place of awe before the majesty. And God can be terrifying too. 

This is a terrifying face of revelation right now. 

Janet Conner Well, it's the Divine Feminine. We would love to see her as sweet and loving, but 

there's Kali [laughter]. 

Estelle Frankel You've got it. I'm with you. 

Janet Conner In fact, I view the Divine Feminine as a heck of a lot scarier [laughter]. She's 

fierce and she will not let us go back to sleep, and that to me is comforting. If I 

can see this as the Dakini, the fierce face of Shekinah, as Kali, maybe it's me, but 

I find this extraordinarily comforting. It's not a terrible thing that's being done to 
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us, but it's in some way an invitation to walk this spiral you're talking about. It is 

the sound coming through the ram's horn saying, "Wake up; go deeper." 

Estelle Frankel Well, yeah, yeah. I mean, there is that wish for there to be meaning in 

suffering, and it is not always revealed immediately. And there may come a point 

in history where we'll look back at this as a turning point, but we don't know. 

We're still in darkness. Many of us are in grief. Many of us are losing loved ones. 

Many of us are terrified for our loved ones. But I think when you zoom out to that 

larger perspective, you come back with the feeling of, "I don't know what's going 

to happen, but I pray that over time the seeds of light will sprout from this 

darkness." 

Janet Conner And what's very helpful to me, very helpful to me, is to look back, small scale, at 

my own life, and I have been through three horrific traumas. And I'm not talking 

about having to leave the house for a hurricane. That was nothing. When I went 

through a divorce—and anybody reading Writing Down Your Soul would know 

that story—the divorce became overnight violent, and if someone had told me at 

the time, Estelle, that I would look back and actually fall to my knees in gratitude 

for all of that trauma and all that unknowing, I couldn't have seen it. Today I can, 

and this helps me look at this global pandemic because I came through it. I came 

through it being born. It was a birth canal. That's how I discovered Writing Down 

Your Soul.  

As long as my manager self… because I was a head hunter, human resource 

consultant at the time, that manager self was never going to relax her grip on, 

"I've got a schedule. I know what I'm doing. I know how to make $100,000 a 

year, blah blah blah." And so it was simply removed overnight. And I sobbed for 

about six months, and that wasn't getting me very far, alone in the living room 

with the blinds shut because I was terrified of being the victim of a drive-by 

shooting. My family was really certain that I wasn't going to survive that divorce. 

So alone in the dark, I picked up a pen, and I started a conversation. I wrote, 

"Dear God," and that was the beginning of everything. So today I can say I am 

just swimming in gratitude for that deep, dark time of unknowing.  

And then later, when my first book came out, I came nose to nose with 

bankruptcy. I didn't go bankrupt, but it certainly looked like I was going to. That 

was another trauma that was an unbelievable gift. It gave birth to a whole new 

way of creating life that is my second book, The Lotus and The Lily.  

And then the hardest trauma of my life was my son was a political prisoner. He 

spent his 24th year in federal prison because the judge wanted him to name other 

activists in Occupy in New York City. Yeah. That… I'll take the pandemic any 

day over my son being a political prisoner; however, the point of my telling this 
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isn't to say, "Oh, look at me." It's to say that because I've been through these three 

traumas and every single one of them brought me deeper and deeper and deeper 

into communion with the Divine… like, my son being a prisoner—it was the 

worst thing that ever happened to me, but it dropped me into an experience of 

forgiveness because I knew that it wasn't going to end until I could forgive that 

blankety-blank judge. It was the hardest, hardest, hardest thing I've ever done and 

the most sacred and magnificent thing I've ever done. I am a Prayer Artist 

because of that experience of forgiving the judge.  

So I tell that story… I guess you could say those are my Exodus stories. I think 

every single one of us, maybe they're not quite as dramatic, but Estelle, you're a 

psychotherapist. You talk to people going through trauma. Doesn't everybody, if 

they just look at their own lives, they can look back and say that, "Yes, it was a 

birth canal. Yes, it was completely dark. Yes, I didn't know anything. But it was a 

sacred and holy time." 

Estelle Frankel Yes, and everybody is coping best they can and maybe already creating 

beauty out of the difficulties they're facing. But again, a lot will be… it may take 

years for us to unpack meaning from this moment. 

Janet Conner And I can affirm that just on my small personal level. I discovered Writing Down 

Your Soul in April, this month, of 1997. It's been 23 years. And I still find every 

single day that it's a miracle. It's a surprise. I never know what's going to happen 

on the page or in the middle of the night when I'm awakened, but it just gets 

deeper and sweeter and, as you say, more awe and more wonder. But not in the 

moment. In the moment, it's just that dark tunnel of unknowing, but we're all 

sharing it, right? When I was alone in my living room hoping not to get killed, it 

felt so lonely. Right now, every single person on the planet, we are sharing this 

unknowing together. And the one thing that I know [laughter]—that word 

suddenly has so much meaning—can carry us is prayer.  

Estelle Frankel Amen, amen. 

Janet Conner Right? So how would you recommend together on this podcast right now we all 

pray? 

Estelle Frankel Ah. Well, I want to invite everyone to drop into your heart, your soul, your 

innermost Divine being and find the words of prayer that emerge from the 

distress, from the confusion. And just take a moment, silently, to honor the prayer 

of the heart that's already going on within you. Janet, maybe you want to add 

some words. 

Janet Conner Well, as you say that invitation, yeah, I'm just listening and allowing [voice 

cracks] my heart to do the praying because as that theme song says, "You're not 
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praying; you're being prayed. You're not praying; you're being prayed." And so I 

just feel the Divine Feminine wrapping her arms, her wings, her dragon wings, 

whatever… there's some kind of wrapping going on, and I just feel comfort. And 

the comfort doesn't have words, but it's a very beautiful, as you can hear… there's 

this feeling of, "Okay, if there's words, I can hear her saying 'I love you. I love 

every one of you. I love you. I love you. I love you.'" That's prayer, right?  

Estelle Frankel Amen, amen. 

Janet Conner Ooh. I'm going to try to stop crying long enough to [laughter] draw this exquisite 

conversation… I cannot recommend enough. I'll ask Jamie Thumm, my assistant, 

to get some links on the Show Note page so that you can find links to purchase 

The Wisdom of Not Knowing. This is our Bible right now, and we need it to hang 

on to this very important, very sweet… she's also an exquisite writer. I mean, it's 

just the most beautiful book, The Wisdom of Not Knowing.  

So everyone, to receive the full gifts and benefits of this magnificent 

conversation, come to janetconner.com/27, and if for any reason you forget the 

number, just come to janetconner.com. The Podcast is on the main navigation bar, 

and there on the Show Notes page is so much more information than you can get 

on any other podcast or radio show. You can get a transcript. It's the best part. 

Maureen Carter in Canada makes these magnificent transcripts. I've been taking 

lots of notes, and you can follow some of the prayer suggestions that Estelle 

Frankel has given us. And you can click on the Prayer Bag. So Estelle, what are 

people going to find when they click on Prayer Bag #27? 

Estelle Frankel Well, I will provide you with a set of Hasidic teachings on contemplative 

prayer and some links to excerpts from both of my books. 

Janet Conner Oh, that's just so beautiful. And I'm giggling over here because, as of this precise 

moment in time, we don't have the excerpt yet from Estelle's publishers, so when I 

ask you, "What's in the bag," the answer would be, "I don't know." 

Estelle Frankel Okay. Open it up, and you'll see [laughter]. 

Janet Conner I mean, how perfect is that, right? Usually, it's all known in advance. No, I think 

that's absolutely perfect. But thank you also for the Hasidic teachings. What a 

magnificent, magnificent gift. Oh, I love you, Estelle. Thank you so much. 

Estelle Frankel Love you too.  

Janet Conner So the listeners know that I always share one of my prayers as a little gift, and as I 

was wondering what to read, I kept hearing this little whisper in my ear that I 

have a prayer with the words "I don't know." And so I opened this fat book of 

prayers that I have received—I don't write them; I receive them—and sure 
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enough, it's actually funny, which might seem emotionally inappropriate. I've 

never read this out loud. I never thought I would read it out loud because I 

thought it was just kind of a cute, funny, little ditty. It's actually very, I think, I 

hope, very appropriate.  

It happened on a day in June when I opened the newspaper and I looked at the 

weather map because I look at it every day, like, "What's happening in New York 

City, where my son lives? What's happening in Portland, where my brother lives? 

What's happening in Minneapolis, where my sister lives? What's happening in 

Toronto, where Karen lives and Hawaii where Emma lives?" I always try to 

imagine the weather for all these people that I love. So I opened the newspaper on 

that particular day, and they actually had the audacity to say that the percent of 

rain, the chance of rain, was 3%, 3. And I thought, "Well, that's a little specific," 

and I just giggled. I mean, really 3%? And I picked up a pen because it was time 

for my deep soul writing, and this—I'm going to call it a prayer—came out.  

It's not supposed to rain.  

But what do they know?  

It's just a prediction  

A man-made prediction.  

Look at those winds.  

Look at these clouds. 

Decipher the pattern.  

It must be here somewhere.  

Where is she going?  

What will she do?  

When will she stop and put down her burden of rain?  

They don't know.  

Not really.  

They make pretty maps 

With shades of green and yellow and orange.  

Oh, look! It's raining in Portland.  

Oh, look! It's cold in St. Paul.  

I look, too. 

But I look here. 

Right here. 

And all I see is you. 
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Will it rain?  

I don't know.  

And they don't know either.  

But you do.  

You know where it will rain.  

And when it will rain.  

Why it must rain 

In this my thirsty heart.  

Let it rain. 

T. Frantzich  This conversation in the mystic with Prayer Artist Janet Conner has been rated L. 

[music] You are not moving, you are being moved.  

 You are not singing, you are being sung.  

 You are not praying, you are being prayed  

 Prayed at the speed of love. 
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